
PICTURE POLICIES 

Foreword:  

DreamNation’s Picture Policies are designed to provide a balance between 
what we, as residents would like and what is fun, and what is safe for the grid 
and the residents. In the immortal words of John Kennedy, it is not about what 
the grid can do for us, but what we can do for the grid.  

The picture policies are not about the law, especially what is the law in the 
USA. It is about doing what we can to keep our grid, our DreamNation alive 
and well, safe and secure.  

We are looking for you to provide the common sense in accepting and abiding 
by these picture policies as your way of assisting us in keeping our grid, safe, 
secure and fun:  

IF YOU THINK YOU PICTURE MIGHT BE BORDERLINE, THEN IT IS.  

Picture Policies:  

1. CHILD PORNOGRAPHY IS TOTALLY BANNED.  

If you don’t know what consist of Child Pornography then find out. Possession 
of it (even if not displayed), or offers to trade it on DreamNation will result in 
an instant BAN.  

2. REAL LIFE & CGI IMAGES OF MINORS  

Images and objects that include or portray real life or CGI Minors naked or in 
sexually compromising positions are TOTALLY BANNED from DreamNation. 

Definition: “Minor” means anyone who is or appears to be under 18 years 
old.  

3. REGION CATEGORIES  

Our regions are classified into three different categories. The picture policy is 
different for each category.  

A) PG Regions:  

i) Photographs of real life Minors and artwork depicting Minors are allowed as 
long as they are suitably clothed, do not depict or display the Minor with 
sexual or erotic intent, or, in the opinion of the DreamNation’s managers, the 
sole purpose is to objective Minors.  



ii) Artwork of any kind, including virtual life avatars, that depicts a sexual 
activity or a scene that is of an indecent sexual manner or context are 
TOTALLY BANNED.  

B) Mature Regions:  

i) Photographs of real life persons who are Minors, artwork including CGI 
imagery depicting Minors are allowed as long as they do not depict or display 
the Minor naked or with sexual or erotic intent. 
 
The following provide guidelines only to what is acceptable:  
a) No pictures of Real Life or CGI nude minors 
b) No imagery that does not not show head or face or focuses unduly on body 
parts.  
c) Obvious sexual arousement even when clothed such as tenting. 
d) Pictures that depict clothed minors in an obviously sexual manner or 
context.  

ii) Any art work of any kind that depicts a minor engaged in a sexual activity or 
depicts a minor in an indecent sexual manner or context.  

C) Adult Regions:  

Adult Regions may display art works defined as drawn art or cartoon art as 
long as that art work is not regarded as child pornography under US Federal 
Laws including past and future legislation of the US Congress and past and 
future rulings by US Federal Courts.  

However:  
The Management reserves the right to demand the removal of any artwork or 
imagery of any kind it regards as putting DreamNation at risk.  

4. MANAGEMENT REACTION AND ENFORCEMENT 
 
A) Child Pornography:  
will result in an instant life-time ban and deletion of material with no right of 
appeal.  

B) All Other Cases:  
The Management will ask for the removal of the offending content from both 
display and the Resident’s inventory providing a reason for that removal. The 
Resident will have a reasonable time to comply. If the Resident does not 
comply the Management will remove the offending content.  

C) Repeated Violations:  
May result in deletion from inventory of the offending content, notice of 
intention to apply suspensions, and bans of a limited time. This may lead to a 



permanent ban if Management believes the Resident in question is wilfully 
breaching policy.  

DO NOT ASK FOR EXCEPTIONS. THERE ARE NONE. 

 


